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Letter from the 
E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r

Dear Friends and Colleagues,

What an experience the 2020-2021 school year has 
been for us all! We started out hopeful for some type 
of hybrid student and teacher return to the classroom 
in August but settled for a full virtual experience to 
continue to try to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. 
ALLMemphis stood strong beside our partner schools 
to help ease the burden of virtual learning and 
teaching as much as possible. I cannot express 
how much gratitude I have for all educators, and 
how much pride I have in our ALLMemphis team for 
weathering this storm with so much patience and 
grace. 

Despite the challenging nature of this year, 
ALLMemphis was able to magnify our impact in 
several ways. We welcomed new partnerships with 
schools and community organizations, we developed 
printed curriculum materials to ease both teaching 
and learning opportunities, we expanded our 
curriculum to incorporate comprehension, 

vocabulary, and written language activities, we 
began the process to have our training accredited 
by the International Dyslexia Association, and we 
are in the final stages of developing our web-based 
curriculum program, Ditto Literacy. 

I hope you – our ALLMemphis friends – can join me 
in the excitement I feel from reflecting on the past 
year and all the accomplishments we have made. 
You might also share some apprehension as we 
move forward into another unprecedented year 
in education. However, with your support and the 
unwavering dedication of the ALLMemphis team 
to bring equitable education into ALL classrooms, I 
have no doubt that this year will be one of our most 
impactful yet. 

Sincerely, 

Krista Johnson
Executive Director + Founder



Ensuring educational 
equity by equipping 
schools with a data-
driven, research-
based language and 
literacy approach



`

ALLMemphis is grounded in the idea 
of a fully literate community. 
We work to increase literacy and education equity 
throughout Memphis as a means of advancing the social, 
cultural, and economic development of the community. 
Research grounds us in why we do this work.

Children from low-income 
homes hear as many as 

30 million fewer 
words than their more 
affluent peers. 2

As early as age 3, 
a child’s vocabulary 
can predict 3rd 
grade reading 
achievement. 2

1 in 4 children 
in America 
grow up without 
learning how to 
read. 1

1. National Institute of Health and Human Development
2. Literacy Mid-South

By age 5, a typical 
middle-class child 
recognizes 22 letters of 
the alphabet compared to 

9 for a child from a low-
income family. 2

61% of children from 
low-income backgrounds 
have no children’s books at 
home. 2
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20 - 21 
School Year 
i n  R e v i e w

We served partner schools, teachers, and students

We grew our community partnerships 

We committed to improvement

In the 2020-2021 school year, ALLMemphis almost doubled the amount of teachers 
we trained and mentored from the 2019-2020 school year. This year, we served 97 
teachers at eleven partner schools impacting over 800 students. Teachers in their 
first year of partnership with us completed an extensive 3-day pre-implementation 
training, monthly professional development sessions, and a year-long mentorship 
program. See more on Page 20.

This year we partnered with equity-based education non-profit City Year who served 
in two of our partner schools. We also teamed up with the Memphis Lift to help 
enhance our community engagement and empower parents, while our partnership 
with Stand for Children Tennessee helped us get involved with advocating for 
educational funding.

Based on last year’s continuous improvement promises, we offered differentiated 
pre-implementation training techniques, administered monthly 1:1 coaching sessions, 
adapted content for older students, and enhanced partner school logistical support. 
See what commitments we are making to improve the next school year on Page 14.

We continued to expand our service model
We served students reading on Kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd grade reading levels 

in grades ranging from Kindergarten through 8th grade with 75% of our teachers 
teaching in the RTI2 space.

We impacted students’ foundational literacy
We asked teachers how they felt about their students’ improvement in foundational 
literacy skills with the additional intervention of ALLMemphis. Almost 90% of teachers 

agreed that their students’ reading improved and that both the ALLMemphis 
intervention and mentorship made a positive impact on their students’ growth. 

See what teachers had to say on Page 27. 

The challenging circumstances presented by the COVID-19 pandemic brought an 
opportunity for inspiration and innovation at ALLMemphis. Our quick response and 

close collaboration with local partners allowed us to continue serving teachers and 
students remotely. We offered 120+ hours of virtual training, 100+ hours of virtual 

monthly professional development, and 100+ virtual weekly classroom walkthroughs. 
See more on Page 12.

We pivoted due to COVID-19



68 coaches, teachers,
teaching assistants, and interventionists were virtually 
trained on the Orton-Gillingham approach.

July

A c c e p t i n g  t h e  C h a l l e n g e

As COVID-19 continued into this school year, ALLMemphis quickly embraced ingenuity to support our partner 
schools, teachers, and students with necessary resources to successfully navigate through an unchartered 
educational landscape ravaged by the pandemic.

SUMMER ‘20

FALL + WINTER
September

ALLMemphis receives $142k TN CARES Grant
With ALLMemphis materials being primarily online, during the pivot to virtual learning there was 

a huge gap in teachers’ abilities to get materials printed and sent to students. We saw this as an 
opportunity to support teachers and students during virtual instruction by ensuring that students 

had access to materials in print for their instruction. Therefore, we printed all student- and 
teacher-facing materials, purchased additional supplies for students and teachers, and hired a 

part-time employee to assist with this endeavor.

August

School year begins.

SPRING ‘21
March

ALLMemphis administers survey to teachers 
To learn more about how teachers felt about working 
with ALLMemphis and using our curriculum during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, we collected data on the 
perceived impact of ALLMemphis on students, our 
mentorship model, and distance learning.  
See more on Page 27.

May

Teachers participate in focus groups 
72 teachers, teaching assistants, interventionists, and 
school administrators participated in ten focus groups 
across seven schools. Participants mentioned they saw the 
ALLMemphis mission played out in their work and growth 
was detected in not only their students but also themselves.

October through January

Teachers gain access to materials on ALLMemphis 
website 
At ALLMemphis, we constantly work to ensure that we 
provide the best supports to our teachers that meet the 
ever-growing demands of providing quality educational 
experiences. To that end, we implemented a feature on 
our website that allowed our partner schools to access 
ALLMemphis resources including the curriculum, helpful 
instructional guides, and teacher training materials. 
See more on Page 23.

ALLMemphis adapts PowerPoints to be virtual-
circumstance friendly 

We adjusted all lesson PowerPoints (PPTs) to include slides 
with correctly completed examples and annotations. Due to 
teaching time restraints at some of our partner schools, we 
created abbreviated PPTs that include all required Orton-
Gillingham skills taught in an abbreviated timeframe. 

1,261 
student workbooks, 
laminated response 
sheets, pencils, dry 

erase markers, pencil 
sharpeners and duffle 

bags

229
teacher resource 

guides, card decks, 
teacher question 

guides for Decodable 
Readers

789
Decodable Readers 

and Decodable 
Reader supplemental 

materials

FALL + WINTER cont’d

ALLMemphis distributes materials to teachers and students 

12



Continuous Improvement
C o n s t a n t l y  E v o l v i n g

Going back from when we very first started to now, the changes 
that were made I felt like ALLMemphis really listened to the teachers 
and they implemented a lot of the feedback that we gave them...I’m 
very, very happy to see it, and our kids are benefiting from it.” 

Lisa Jones, Promise Academy — Hollywood

Training
Why: To ensure teachers have necessary knowledge to teach foundational literacy with a high degree 
of integrity and fidelity
• Improve pre-implementation training attendance, addressing consistent attendance throughout all 

three days of training
• Create a more accurate system for tracking training attendance
• Emphasize certification guidelines during training
• Give additional background about who ALLMemphis is as an organization

Program Evaluation
Why: To gain critical feedback about our services  
• Virtually distribute a survey to gauge overall feedback of our pre-implementation training and increase 

the amount of teachers who take it
• Recreate assessments for teachers to better gauge their knowledge of the Orton-Gillingham approach 

before and after our training 
• Design a subjective survey to collect thoughts on our model, as well as create a gap analysis survey to 

assess the needs of our teachers and their expectations

Model Enhancements
Why: To continuously improve our model to benefit those it affects most
• Adapt our curriculum, professional developments (PD), and coaching model to meet the needs of 

students and teachers
• Add more colorful elements to our curriculum
• Inform teachers where to fit Decodable Readers into the curriculum. See more on Page 24.
• Provide additional time to review supplemental materials during PD
• Analyze assessment data to determine student instructional plans

ALLMemphis takes pride in being a continuous 
improvement organization dedicated to the constant 
evolution of our services. As we critically evaluated 
our program, services, and strategies to best serve our 
partner schools, teachers, and students this year, we 
identified three areas for refinement and expansion for 
the year ahead: training, program evaluation, and 
model enhancements.

14



Who Did We Serve?
In  the 2020-2021  school  year ,  ALLMemphis 
considerably expanded i ts  service model  to 
support  a greater  audience of  students and 
partner schools in the Memphis community . 
This  included Response to Intervent ion and 
Instruct ion (RTI 2) ,  Whole Group,  Special 
Education (SPED),  and Intervent ion Groups. 

Believe Memphis Academy
1 Teacher / 16 Students

Bruce Elementary
11 Teachers / 76 Students

Coleman School
11 Teachers / 53 Students

East Academy
8 Teachers / 32 Students

Hanley Elementary
18 Teachers / 88 Students

Hanley Middle
3 Teachers / 13 Students

Memphis Merit Academy
15 Teachers / 189 Students

Promise Academy - Hollywood
8 Teachers / 170 Students

Promise Academy - Spring Hill
3 Teachers / 49 Students

Sherwood Elementary
9 Teachers / 45 Students

Vollentine Elementary
10 Teachers / 109 Students 

I have students that, at the beginning of the year, they 
could barely identify their letters and letter sounds. Now, 
they’re counting sounds in multisyllable words…I’ve taught 
them enough skills to decode really intimidating words.”

Emily Higginbotham, Sherwood Elementary

 1716
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840 97 11
STUDENTS SERVED TEACHERS MENTORED SCHOOL PARTNERS

Cumulative: 2391 Cumulative: 184 Cumulative: 22

TEACHERS

Teachers
Students

The ALLMemphis curriculum 
is rigorous on both us and 
the students. So I think it’s 
the most rewarding and 
impactful part of my day 
when I’m working with that 
small group...that’s also where 
I have the most impact.”
Laney Lund, City Year Corps 

Member

Hispanic/Latinx 

0%

4%

Prefer not to answer 

2%

0%

Black 

38%

80%

Asian / Pacific Islander 

3%

0%

White 

27%

0.1%

Multi-Racial 

2%

1%

No data*

28%

14%

* No racial demographic data available

STUDENTS



How Well Did We Serve Them?
O u r  M e n t o r s h i p  M o d e l 1

H o p  o n  t h e  “ T r a i n ”
ALLMemphis Pre-Implementation Training had 68 
participants, including coaches, teachers,
teaching assistants, and interventionists from seven 
partner schools. Overall, participants were satisfied with 
the training with 94% stating the training met their 
expectations and 90% reporting it would have a positive 
impact on student reading performance. 

97%

93%

85%

84%

82%

79%

Objectives Clear

Trainers Well Prepared

Content Easy to Follow

Materials Helpful

Topics Relevant

Appropriate Time Allotted

Agree / Strongly Agree

3-Day
Pre-Implementation

Training

Monthly
Professional

Developments

Weekly
Classroom

Walkthroughs

Biweekly
Classroom 

Observations

1. This was our mentorship model for the 20-21 school year. As we continually improve, our mentorship model evolves. As part of our mission to equip teachers to help students learn 
the foundations of reading, ALLMemphis is seeking educator preparation program accreditation through the International Dyslexia Association (IDA). The process officially started in 
January 2021, and we anticipate the review to be completed by late fall 2021.

82%

63%

69% 68% 69%

91%

84% 85% 85%

76%

Letters Morphology Spelling Rules Phonograms Syllabication

LEVEL OF COMFORT

Comfortable before training Comfortable after teaching

Everything was very well organized. Staff 
was able to assist and answer questions 
when needed. This training was very 
beneficial. I feel like all teachers at 
[Journey Community Schools] would’ve 
benefited from the ALLMemphis training. It 
was great!”

Anonymous Teacher, Journey 
Community Schools

34%
38%

34%

25%

16%

24%

43%

100%
98%

94%
96% 96% 96%

94%

Phonological
Awareness

Decoding Errors Syllabication Multiple spelling for
same sounds

Morphology Digraphs and
Blends

Spelling Rules

KNOWLEDGE

Little to no knowledge before training Some or wealth of knowledge after teaching

Before ALLMemphis training, teachers rated their knowledge and level of comfort of foundational literacy concepts. 
During the spring, teachers again rated their knowledge and level of comfort of these concepts. 

 2120
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206 107
VIRTUAL

CLASSROOM 
OBSERVATIONS

VIRTUAL
WEEKLY 

WALKTHROUGHS

T h e  V I R T U A L  S h o w  M u s t  G o  O n

228
VIRTUAL

PD & TRAINING 
HOURS

DANA BERRY
Teacher 

“You guys probably have done the best PD of all that I’ve done...I felt like when I walked 
away, I had something transferable to go into the classroom with.” 

East Academy

ALYSSA EILERS
Teacher 

“My coach was always accessible. I felt really, really validated, really uplifted. And I felt like I 
was part of a team and not just being graded by somebody coming into my room without 

them actually being an equal partner in the work that I was doing.” 

Hanley Middle

TIASIA BROWN
Teacher 

“[Program Specialists] definitely helped me when it came to confidence. And in the end, it 
definitely paid off. I’ve seen a lot of growth within myself as well as my students.” 

Coleman School

11,722
Observation 

Minutes

80%
Average

Obervation 
Score

+25 Points

65%
77% 80% 77% 81% 82% 86% 85%

90%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

September October November December January February March April May

TEACHER OBSERVATION SCORES

Average Teacher Observation Score 75% = Proficient Score

 23
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W i n d o w s  a n d  M i r r o r s

This year we f inal ized Decodable Readers that accompany every lesson in our curr iculum. We 
also publ ished three of  our very own ful l- length books.  This  content has images,  characters , 
and stor ies that ref lect  l i fe  in Memphis creat ing the opportunity for  our students to relate. 
Students can read text  that mirrors their  exper ience and offers windows to v iew someone 
else’s  exper ience.  We are  excited to be able to distr ibute these books to students thanks to a 
generous grant f rom International  Paper .

LISA JONES 
Teacher 

“I am absolutely in love with the Decodables. They are so relatable. My kids’ favorite one 
is ‘Check My Fade’, especially my boys because they can relate so much to going to the 

barbershop with their mom or their dad and being able to see characters that are just like 
themselves and do things that they do. It meant a whole lot to them and I felt like they had 

a deeper understanding of the text.”

Promise Academy — Hollywood

ANONYMOUS
Teacher 

“The program is wonderful for teaching phonics and spelling strategies. The decodables 
are so helpful for kids to get practice reading text. It is a huge part of a successful balanced 
literacy model that we have at Promise Academy...It will continue to have a positive impact 

on student literacy in Memphis.”

Promise Academy — Hollywood

TAYLOR CARTER
Teacher 

“When I talk about ALLMemphis to other people and when I think of ALLMemphis, I really 
like to emphasize the Memphis part of it being local, and especially when you guys did the 
supplemental readers…a lot of my students…they’re like, ‘Oh…I go to Kroger’…and seeing the 
local aspect of it was really awesome because most curricula…You’re never really going to 

get a curriculum that’s just local.” 

Promise Academy — Spring Hill

24



What Was the Perceived Impact?
W h e r e ’ s  t h e  D a t a ?

While we are committed to being a data-driven 
organization, we made a difficult decision not to 
analyze any quantitative student test scores for the 20-
21 school year.
We typically look at several types of student assessment data including baseline data to give us an idea of where 
students started at the beginning of the year and comparative scores to see how students progressed prior to 
using ALLMemphis and after ALLMemphis implementation. But this year was different. We made a conscious 
decision that student assessments would not be analyzed for the following reasons:

Potentially Unreliable Scores
There were unusually high test scores for young students which led school officials and others to believe there was a 
possibility of parents/guardians helping students on assessments while at home, especially students in lower grades which 
is our main demographic.1

Test Scores versus Observed Performance Discrepancies
It was harder to know how students were actually performing due to virtual classes. “Kids may have scored one thing on 
the assessment, but when [the teachers are] providing instruction and feedback and monitoring instruction inside the 
classroom, it’s a different story,” [Dr. Antonio Burt, SCS’ Chief Academic Officer] said.2

Unreliable and Non-Existent Baseline Data
“Truly comparable data is hard to come by amid the historic disruption to education.” Data is not comparable to prior years 
due to the early end of last year’s school year, differing learning environments for virtual and in-person students, and more.3

1.  “National Data Quantifies Impact of COVID Learning Loss; Raises Questions About At-Home Testing.” Curriculum Associates.
2. Kebede, Laura Faith. “Memphis Gets Its First Look at Virtual Learning Data. Here’s What It Shows.” Chalkbeat Tennessee, Chalkbeat Tennessee, 2 Feb. 2021, tn.chalkbeat.
org/2021/2/1/22261667/memphis-scs-gets-its-first-look-at-virtual-learning-data.
3. Kebede, Laura Faith. “More than Grades: Memphis Parents Can Use New Guide to Understand How Children Are Doing in School.” Chalkbeat Tennessee, Chalkbeat Tennessee, 22 Mar. 
2021, tn.chalkbeat.org/2021/3/22/22345152/memphis-lift-new-guide-scs-understand-how-students-are-doing.

This spring, 58 teachers took a survey that helped us 
understand how they felt about using the ALLMemphis 
model1 during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s what they 
had to say.

of teachers felt that the 
ALLMemphis curriculum and 

resources were useful to work 
with students with reading 

difficulties

of teachers felt that the 
ALLMemphis model and 

curriculum had a positive impact 
on their students’ reading 

performance this year

of teachers felt that ALLMemphis’ 
curriculum is flexible for 

supporting the literacy needs of 
the most struggling students

of teachers felt that the students 
they taught improved in 

foundational literacy skills with 
the addition of ALLMemphis 

intervention this year

of teachers felt that the students 
they taught gained literacy skills 
through using the ALLMemphis 

model and curriculum that they 
would not have gained without it

1. See Page 20 for a detailed description of our mentorship model.  2726

https://www.curriculumassociates.com/-/media/mainsite/files/i-ready/ca-impact-of-covid-learning-loss-fall-2020.pdf
https://tn.chalkbeat.org/2021/2/1/22261667/memphis-scs-gets-its-first-look-at-virtual-learning-data
https://tn.chalkbeat.org/2021/2/1/22261667/memphis-scs-gets-its-first-look-at-virtual-learning-data
https://tn.chalkbeat.org/2021/3/22/22345152/memphis-lift-new-guide-scs-understand-how-students-are-doing


What Lies Ahead?
O u r  C o m m i t m e n t  t o  E q u i t y

We continue our quest to bring Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion (DEI) to the forefront. This year we conducted 
our second self-assessed equity audit. We made 
significant improvements from our previous audit. But we 
know there’s always more work to be done.

As we evaluated our institutional practices, we’re making commitments to change in the year ahead:

Diversity

Collect 
demographic 

information from 
vendors

Equity

Research 
Request for 
Proposals 

process allowing 
companies to 

come to us

Inclusion

Conduct quar-
terly internal and 

yearly board 
belongingness 

surveys

Add pronouns to 
email signatures

40%

47% 47%

64%
70% 71%

Diversity Equity Inclusion

EQUITY AUDIT RESULTS OVER TIME

2019 2021

During our equity audits we answer questions to determine how populations we serve reflect our regional 
demographics (diversity), how outcomes from our programs are predicatable by demographics (equity), and how 
diverse populations feel within our oragnization (inclusion). We are then scored for different standards across these 
three indicators. See how we’ve improved over time.

Not only did we increase across all three DEI indicators, but we also increased our 
DEI scores for our target population, community partners, subcontractors, vendors, 
management, and board of directors. 

 2928
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D i t t o  L i t e r a c y

Ditto Literacy is designed to assist teachers, tutors, and parents 
in improving students’ foundational literacy skills.  It creates 
customizable multisensory lessons to meet the diverse learning 
needs of students. With this new software, we will be able to share 
our ALLMemphis instruction model with more educators and 
families in Memphis and across the nation.



Baseline: The measurement that is collected prior to 
implementation or the start of instruction. For partner schools, 
this is either collected in the spring semester of the prior 
comparative year (i.e., spring 2018 data for the 2018-2019 school 
year) or the fall of the same comparative year (i.e., fall 2018 for 
the 2018-2019 year).

Chronic Absence: The proportion of students missing ten 
percent or more of school days due to absence for any reason 
– excused or unexcused absences and suspensions. Research 
shows that chronic absenteeism can negatively affect student 
outcomes, including third-grade reading proficiency.

Dosage: Refers to the quantity of instruction time during which 
students are learning by using ALLMemphis curriculum. This may 
include whole group, RTI2, SPED, or intervention group time. In this 
report, it is expressed as a range of minutes per session.

Response to Instruction and Intervention (RTI2): RTI2, also called 
RTII, is a multi-tier approach to the early identification and 
support of students with learning and behavior needs. Struggling 
learners are provided with interventions at increasing levels of 
intensity to accelerate their rate of learning. 

Special Education (SPED): Adapted instruction that is specially 
designed to meet the unique needs of a student with a disability. 
The hallmark of special education is that it is individualized for 
student needs.

Appendix
D e f i n i t i o n s
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P a r t n e r  S c h o o l  I n f o r m a t i o n
I’ve used ALLMemphis for years… And 
one thing about it is if you keep the 

kids engaged and they participate for 
kindergarten, they’re going to know 
their letter names. They’re going to 

know their letter sounds…They’re faster 
at decoding...I have kindergarten 

kids reading a first grade Decodable 
Reader, and it’s based off ALLMemphis 

curriculum and they’re breezing through 
it. So I’m all for ALLMemphis in everything 
they all do, because I see the growth. It 

really does work and I stand by it.”
Shalandas Jackson, Memphis Merit 

Academy



1350 Concourse Avenue Suite 434 Memphis, TN 38104 
901-302-9139

www.allmemphis.org
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